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NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

AR RCCS surface area [m2]

a Constant used in the friction factor correlation
C Fluid specific heat capacity [J/kg-K]

D Gap between reactor vessel and RCCS [m]

Dh Diameter of RCCS in heated area [m]

FRy Radiation configuration factor for the RCCS cooling panel surface looking at
vessel surface

f Fanning fiction factor
g Gravitational constant [9.8 m/s2]

Hjg Flow path height of the imaginary section

Hd Flow path height of the downward section

Hh Flow path height of heated section

Hr Flow path height of upward section except for heated section

H10 Total height of the RCCS

h Convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m2-K]
K Minor pressure loss coefficient
k Fluid thermal conductivity [W/m-K]
n Constant used in the friction factor correlation
Nu Nusselt number
P Wetted perimeter [m]
Pr Prandtl number
P Heated perimeter [m]

p Pressure [N/rn2]

p01 Pressure at the outlet boundary [N/m2]

q Heat transfer rate for a single RCCS [W]

Q0 Total thermal power [600MW]

q Wall heat flux [W/m2]

Rd Radius of downward region of RCCS [m]

Re Reynolds number
R1 Radius of heated region of RCCS [m]

Rr Radius of riser region of RCCS [m]

R Radius of vessel [m]

s Flow directional coordinate {m]



NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

Symbols

T Fluid temperature [K]
1l Fluid temperature function of position [K]

AT The difference between inlet and outlet air temperature [K]
u11 One dimensional fluid velocity in heated region [mis]

u One dimensional fluid velocity [mis]

Greek Symbols

/3 Expansion coefficient [1/K]
Relative error for convergence of analytical iteration

c Wall shear stress [N/m2]

a Boltazman constant (5.669E-8 W/m2-K4)

p Fluid density [kg/rn3]

p0 Fluid density at a reference fluid temperature [kg/rn3]

O Half angle from the reactor vessel arc that related with the RCCS arc [rad]
0 Half angle from the RCCS arc that related with the reactor vessel arc [rad]

Subscript Symbols

f Fluid

I Each region

in Inlet fluid

out Outlet fluid

R RCCS cooling panel

V Outside vessel wall



Analytical and Numerical Analysis on Natural Circulation for Reactor
Cavity Cooling System in Gas Cooled Reactor

1. Introduction

1.1 Gas Cooled Reactor

Among the six types of Generation TV (GEN TV) reactors which were selected

by Generation IV International Forum (GIF) in 2002, the Very High Temperature

Reactor (VHTR) is being considered as the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP).

The Idaho National Lab leads the NGNP project supported by DOE. The VHTR

system is designed for a gas cooled reactor with a thermal neutron spectrum, and

hydrogen production. Using a direct Brayton cycle, the VHTR system has an

efficiency of over 50%, much higher than the typical value of 33% for current PWR

systems.

The other gas cooled reactor among GEN IV reactors is the Gas Cooled Fast

Reactor (GFR) system. The GFR system uses a fast neutron spectrum and closed fuel

cycle for strong sustainability. The DOE gives the GFR system the 2nd priority in the

GEN IV program next to the NGNP program [11].

The VHTR and GFR systems are derived from the evolving 600 MW Gas

Turbine Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR). The GT-MHR is a helium cooled and

graphite moderated reactor. The GT-MHR system has inherent safety features that

make events leading to severe accidents significantly unlikely and represent the main

discriminating aspects compared to current PWRs or BWRs [14]. The inherent safety
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of a reactor comprises two major features: inherent shutdown after accidents and

passive decay heat removal [22].

The past nuclear catastrophes at TMI and Chernobyl were attributed to human

errors and mechanical failures due to the disturbance of the active cooling

mechanisms. The GT-MHR reactor has passive cooling systems through radiation,

convection, and conduction heat transfers with a negative temperature coefficient that

regulates the thermal power level [15]. Consequently, a meltdown of the core should

be physically impossible. The peak temperature of the core is well under the melting

temperature of the fuel during any operational mode and any accident.

Reactor equipment Poaitioner Refueling Reactor
maintenance and / machine au%iliar
repair building / / building

Crane central roomN\ \ / /

/ /F.lectncal technical \

cons'ersion
system

Reactor
casit%

cooling
system

ReactorN'
eactor containment building

Figure 1.1 The GT-MHR plant layout



Figure 1.1 shows the GT-MHR layout. The nuclear and power conversion

system components are contained within three interconnected vessels: the reactor

vessel, the power conversion system vessel, and the interconnecting cross vessel. The

power conversion system is similar to the modern jet engines. It includes electric

generator, gas turbine, compressors, heat exchangers, compressor, intercooler and

precooler. Concentrating all of the major components in the power conversion vessel,

substantially reduced the complexities comparing to the conventional reactor systems.

It also lowers the risk of possible ruptures in connecting pipes by lessening the

number of links between components.

1.2 Decay Heat Removal System

Decay heat is the heat produced by the decay of radioactive fission products

and fission energy from delayed neutron or photoneutron emission after a nuclear

reactor has been shutdown. Within minutes after shutdown, fission energy decreases

to a negligible amount. When a reactor shuts-down, the mass of radioactive fission

products in the reactor depend on the then-nal power levels of the reactor and the

amount of time spent at those power levels. The decay heat exponentially decreases

with time over the first 24 hours. Then it normally will continue to decrease at a much

slower rate after 24 hours from shutdown. Even though the decay heat will be

relatively weak, only a small fraction of the full thermal power, failing to cool the

reactor after shutdown can result in core heatup and further possible core meltdown.

The core meltdown at TMI accident was caused by the failing of decay heat removal.
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The GT-MHR design is discriminated by its inherent safety characteristics

with respect to its diverse paths of decay heat removal. Decay heat removal can be

achieved with not only active methods but also passive systems. There are two active

heat removal systems in the GT-MHR; the power conversion system and the

shutdown cooling system (Figure 1.2 a. and b.). Under normal conditions, the power

conversion system (PCS) will remove the decay heat. If the PCS is unavailable,

however, the shutdown cooling system will take care of the removal of decay heat.

The shutdown cooling system, similar to the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system

in PWRs, is an active cooling system using pumps. In the event that both of these

systems are unavailable, then the passive systems ensure the removal of decay heat.

There are two passive heat removal systems; the Reactor Cavity Cooling

System (RCCS) and direct heat dumping to the underground containment (Figure 1.2

c. and d.). In the latter case, the heat will dissipate underground by radiation and

conduction heat transfer if the RCCS is assumed to have failed. Two types of the

RCCS are currently considered; air-cooled and water-cooled RCCS. The water-

cooled RCCS has more capability for heat removal than the air-cooled RCCS, but has

a complex arrangement of the related systems. Dilling et al.(1982) have reported that

there was significant uncertainty and complexity associated with the two-phase

natural circulation phenomena in the boiling mode for the water-cooled RCCS. To

provide the same level of reliability as the air cooled RCCS, the water-cooled RCCS

needs to be provided with very complex features such as a secondary coolant loop for

cooling the primary RCCS. As a result, the air-cooled RCCS is more desirable

because it is more passive and economic [16]. However, the choice of water-cooled
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or air-cooled RCCS still gives rise to much controversy. A summary of RCCS

completed and developing designs proposed in Gas Cooled Reactors (GCRs) is

presented in Table 1.1 [21]. This study is devoted to the air-cooled RCCS only.

Cooling
Tower

a. Normal-Using Power Conversion System

Reactor
Cavity
Cooling
System
Panels

c. Passive Reactor Cavity Cooling System

Relief
Valve

Air Blast 4 +
;.4

Heat Exchanger Surge

J

L_J yTank

Shutdown
Cooling System
Heat Exchanger
and Circulator

b. Active Shutdown Cooling System

d. Passive Radiation & Conduction (ooling

Figure 1.2 Decay heat removal systems in GT-MHR



Reactor Country RCCS Type Secondary Type

HTTR Japan Water Forced Water Forced

HTR- 10 China Water Natural Air Natural

PBMR U.S. Water Natural Air Natural

GT-MHR U.S. Air Natural Not needed

MHTGR U.S. Air Natural Not needed

Table 1.1 RCCS Types and Characteristics in GCRs

The RCCS has no active components such as valves or pumps; therefore, the

system operates relentlessly in any operating or accident conditions. A RCCS

includes the cavity which is the area between the reactor vessel and containment in

the GT-MHR. The vessel is surrounded by the RCCS cooling panels that allow

outside air to flow in and out through an open natural circulation ioop. The heat

removal takes place first by transferring heat from the reactor core to the vessel by

conduction, radiation, and natural convection. Second, heat is transferred from the

vessel to the cooling panels primarily by radiation from the hot vessel surface to the

relatively cold panel surface, and partly by natural convection of the enclosed cavity

air. Third, heat is transported and removed to the atmosphere by buoyancy-driven

natural circulation of the outside air through the cooling panels [16]. Ambient air

coming from outside of the containment will be heated up when it flows beside the

cooling panels. The heated air exits to the environment through a chimney. A

conceptual view of these heat transfer mechanisms is shown in Figure 1.3.
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Air inlet oO>

Conduction +
Convection =

Radiation 4
RCCS air flow <

i Air outlet

Figure 1.3 Conceptual view of heat transfer mechanisms in RCCS

This natural air circulation makes it possible for decay heat removal when

neither the PCS nor the shutdown cooling system is available.

1.3 Objective

In the current 600MW design concept the inlet and outlet coolant temperature

of the GCR are 490 °C and 1,000 °C, respectively. The RCCS is a crucial component

in passive decay heat removal, safety, and obtaining an operation license for the GCR.

The RCCS' capability to keep acceptable vessel and core component temperatures

during accident scenarios will affect its approval for licensing {20].



RCCS research is essential since the heat transfer from the reactor vessel to

the RCCS is an important factor in determining the peak fuel temperatures and vessel

outer wall temperatures at a given fraction of the nominal thermal power. The RCCS

will also affect the plant efficiency and operational conditions.

The aim of this study is to provide a one dimensional analytical analysis of the

RCCS to find out the fluid velocity and temperature as well as reactor vessel

temperatures. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations were carried Out to

compare with the analytical results. Before undertaking these tasks, it should be

pointed out that physical phenomena which might occur in the RCCS during

postulated accidents are evaluated by experts to validate and implement those

computational codes. This evaluation method is known as a PIRT (Phenomena

Identification and Ranking Table).

1.4 Outline

The first chapter has provided an overview of the gas cooled reactors in GEN

IV reactors and basic concepts of decay heat and the RCCS.

Chapter 2 presents the literature review for the RCCS.

Chapter 3 addresses the Phenomenon Identification and Ranking Table

(PIRT) for the RCCS. This chapter discusses what phenomena might arise during

certain accidents and how those phenomena affect the RCCS.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the one dimensional analytical analysis of natural air

circulation for the RCCS.
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Chapter 5 presents the computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations for the

RCCS. FLUENT was the CFD code used and its results are compared with the one

dimensional analysis.

Chapter 6 discusses the results of chapters 3 through 5.

Finally, chapter 7 concludes this study and proposes future work that can be

undertaken.
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2. Literature Review

The passive cooling concept using the RCCS was first introduced in the

German HTR-Module design in 1979 and subsequently extended to other modular

High Temperature Reactor (HTR) designs in recent years, e.g., GT-MHR, PBMR,

MHTGR, and the new generation reactor VHTR [19].

In 1982, Dilling et al. introduced the RCCS concept to the U.S. Modular High

Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor [16]. They suggested that the RCCS be located

within the reactor building. According to them, the physical envelope of the system is

defined by the inlet/outlet structures, steel ducting, and steel cooling panels including

thermal insulation and supports.

The passive air-cooled decay heat removal concept was described in terms of

key functions, design requirements, performance, and analytical modeling using the

governing equations developed by Hills in 1987 [3].

Gao et. al (1982) reported a brief description of the RCCS design in the HTR-

10 and heat removal characteristics of both the water-cooled and air-cooled RCCS

under accident conditions. Using the THERMIX code, they showed that all peak

temperatures of the components are within the design limits even in the very unlikely

event of a depressurized Loss-Of-Heat-Sink (LOHS). The HTR-10 is a gas cooled

research reactor located at China's Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology at

Tsinghua University.
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The other gas cooled research reactor is the HTTR which is a helium-cooled

and graphite-moderated reactor with a thermal power of 30MW. It is run by Japan's

Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). Experimental data of the cooling

performance of the passive cooling panel from JAERI's HTTR were selected as

benchmark problems which were proposed by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA). The IAEA Coordinated Research Program (CRP) on "Heat

Transport and Afterheat Removal for Gas cooled Reactors under Accident

Conditions" started in January 1993. Six experimental conditions were selected as

benchmark problems. Each condition had a different total power, type of coolant and

operating pressure as well as a different cooling panel, i.e. water-cooled or air-cooled

[20]. It was found that the vessel temperatures during cooldown conditions exceed

400 °C and radiative heat transfer accounts for more than 85% of the heat transfer.

They concluded that as long as the geometric view factors and shadowing effects are

computed properly, radiation heat transfer calculations tend to be very robust [in the

absence of convection] [20].
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3. PIRT (Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table)

3.1 General process of PIRT

Severe accident experiments are impractical to test on a full-scale RCCS.

Therefore, computer codes and reduced scale test facilities are preferable evaluate the

loads and functions of the RCCS. To ensure the validity of these computer codes,

regulatory agencies have adopted an evaluation methodology to demonstrate code

scalability, accuracy and uncertainty. One feature in this evaluation method is the

concept of a PIRT. Experiments are performed in a scaled-down system where the

physical processes may be close to those of the real system, but not a perfect match.

Basically the design and operation of the test facility is planed to simulate the most

important thermal hydraulic processes found from the PIRT under diverse operational

mode that will be explored.

The PIRT is the methodology to identify the key physical phenomena for a

certain system under unique situations. As discussed in the article written by Wilson

& Boyack in 1997, the PIRT process was devised to directly support the "Best

Estimate plus Uncertainty" (BEU) approach for using computational modeling in

nuclear reactor safety analyses [25]. The PIRT ranks the importance of each

phenomenon associated with implementing the code and provides the basis for

gauging developing codes.

In this regard, the goal of the PIRT for this study is to identify the most

important thermal hydraulic phenomena for a large break loss-of-coolant accident
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(LBLOCA) for the full-scale RCCS. Figure 1 briefly outlines the method used to

develop the PIRT.

Existing Related
PIRTs

Define Evaluation
Criteria and Ranking

Impact on changing
capacity of heat removal?
Rank H, M, L, I, P

Establish PIRT
Framework

Partition Scenario into
Time Phases
Partition RCCS into
Components
Identify Phenomena

Expert Ranking

Rank Components and
Phenomena
Document Rationale

Full-Scale RCCS
Data

Figure 3.1 Process Used to Develop a "Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table"

Typically, the PIRT developers are on a panel made up of experts with

adequate knowledge of the full-scale system. The following paragraphs describe the

steps used to develop a PIRT after a PIRT panel organized.
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3.2 Evaluation Criteria and Ranking Scale

The first step of a PIRT is to define the basis and method for determining the

importance of a phenomenon or component. This requires establishing both a set of

evaluation criteria, usually related to the safety, and a ranking system [2]. From this

basic theory, a LBLOCA has been considered for a critical event in the GFR, helium-

cooled reactor. Especially, an accident involving a primary-pipe rupture has been

studied for a LBLOCA. Regarding only for the RCCS, a break on the primary-pipe of

the GFR will influence the cooling panel temperature through heat transfer or certain

phenomena. The heat removal capacity from the natural circulation can be changed

by the flow rate of air affected by the cooling panel temperature.

Reflecting that evaluation is quite specific so as to limit the response to a

relatively narrow window. The evaluation criterion has been decided as follows:

Evaluation Criterion: How does this particular phenomenon, in this particular

component, impact the changing of the heat removal capacity during a LBLOCA in

the RCCS?

Five ranks are used for the ranking scale because it permits a greater

differentiation in ranking [2]. The definitions of the ranking scale are as follows:

Ranking Scale: High (H), Medium (M), Low (L), Plausible (P), Inactive (I)

A High Ranking means that the phenomenon significantly impacts changing

qf the heat removal capacity during a specic phase of the scenario.
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. A Medium Ranking means the phenomenon has a moderate impact on

changing of the heat removal capacity during a specIc phase of the

scenario.

A Low Ranking means that the phenomenon has little impact on changing of

the heat removal capacity during a specifIc phase of the scenario.

. A Plausible Ranking means that the phenomenon has not been previously

assessed in other designs or its impact on changing of the heat removal

capacity is not well understood or modeled by computer code. For purposes

of test facility scaling, these phenomena were considered highly ranked.

An inactive Ranking means that the phenomenon cannot physically impact

changing of the heat removal capacity during a specific phase of the

scenario.

3.3 Scenario and logical phases

A LBLOCA is an accident that results from the loss of reactor coolant at a rate

in excess of the capability of the reactor coolant makeup system from a break in the

reactor coolant pressure boundary on the surface of the primary-pipe. Following

rupture of the primary-pipe, depressurization of the reactor lasts until the pressure in

the reactor core comes to equilibrium with the pressure of the cavity. During the

depressurization, the high pressure and temperature helium gas will inject into the

cavity in the shape of choked flow until the non-choked pressure condition is

achieved. Afler that, it is supposed that air enters the reactor core from the breach due

to molecular diffusion and natural convection of a multi-component gas mixture [23].
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Figure 3.2 shows the pressures of the reactor core and the cavity depend on time

during a LBLOCA.

Choked Non-choked Long term cooling
Pressure Flow Flow

'4
'4

'4
'4

'4

'4¼
4%

//'

Time

Figure 3.2 Transient phases for a LBLOCA of the GFR

The heat transfer from the reactor vessel to the cooling panel is dominated by

radiation during nominal operation. However, during a break on the reactor primary-

pipe, the convective heat transfer will have an effect on the cooling panel

temperature. In the cavity area, the air and helium will mix together and that will

cause the change in resistance and pressure. In the reactor core, the decay heat and

heat transfer will continue to occur concurrently with the stored energy release from

the graphite and oxidation of graphite from the air ingress. The heat transfer and

buoyancy driven force on components of the RCCS, such as piping, duct, and cavity,
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will be affected. From the breakdown scenario of a LBLOCA, three phases of a

LBLOCA were identified and defined as follows:

Phase 1: Blowdown begins with the opening of the break on the surface of

a primary pipe and ends with the non-choked condition of reactor vessel

pressure.

Phase 2: Non-choked Flow begins with the non-choked condition of reactor

vessel pressure and ends when the cavity and reactor pressures are

equalized.

Phase 3: Long Term Cooling begins with equalization of the cavity and

reactor pressures and ends when stable cooling is established

The breakdown of the RCCS design into components and phenomena within

components is shown in Table 3.1.

3.4 Ranking and Results

The PIRT was developed by students and professors in the nuclear

engineering department at Oregon State University as follows:

Senior students: 17

Graduate students : 2 (Mr. Kim & Mr. Lee)

Professors : Dr. Reyes, Dr. Wu, and Dr. Woods

Ranking processes were conducted for the phenomena four times. The first evaluation

was performed by senior students. The other three evaluations were ranked by Dr.



Reyes, Dr. Wu, Dr. Woods, Mr. Kim, and Mr. Lee. Table 3.1 shows results of the

averaged ranks from the various evaluations. The ranking rationale documents, which

are drawn up through a lot of discussion of the ranking processes, are in Appendix A.

When a natural circulation test facility for the GFR is constructed later, it is

desired that all of the phenomena that have been highly ranked be properly simulated

in the test facility.

System Phase Comporietot Phase FocesotPhenomensta Phase

RCCS MHHPrimetyPspe [FMBreak
Choked Flaw H I

Non-Choked Flow I H IN

Cavity___________ H H H Resistance L L L

Pressure P L P

MtothsreHe&Air L- L I

RadsoFveHeatTransf M H H

Conveclswe Heat Tranafer H H IN

Thesmal Stratification L L I

H H H

Pressure U L U

Duct H H H Counter Flow H H H

Reactor Core H H H Decay Heat H H H

Core Heat Transfer H H H

Stored Ener Release from Grshsto I

Asringress I P

OsodationoFGrhste I I P

Structure L L L Heating L L. L

Envsrorssnesot L L I.. Wind Speed U L L

Air Temperature L L L

NOTES

Phase 1- ElawJown H.Sgnifxcantly lnt acts J-Ina-Jw dwng bean sant Phase
Phase 2- Non-ciw teed flow M.Moderate!y Impacts FPlansthk
Phase 3. Long re-m CaolLng L-LWde Impacts

Table 3.1 A PIRT sheet for Large Break LOCA for the RCCS of the GFR



4. One Dimensional Steady State Analysis

Figure 4.1 shows the schematic diagram of the natural circulation loop to be

investigated in the RCCS. To handle the momentum equation, the RCCS loop was

separated into three different regions. The definition of each region is as follows;

- Region 1 (Inlet area) : From point 1 to 2

Region 2 (Heated area) : From point 2 to 2'

- Region 3 (Upward area) : From point 2' to 3

- Region 4 (Imaginary area) From point 3 to 1

Ambient air which has 7 temperature enters into an inlet RCCS pipe through

Region 1. Then the fluid of air will be heated until I temperature achieved in

Region 2. Then, the heated air will discharge its heat to the environment after passing

a chimney (Region 3). In the real system, Region 4 does not exist. However, Region 4

should be considered in order to integrate the momentum balance equation discussed

in Section 4.2.2.

3' 3
U U U

I
I
I
I
I
I

U I

- U

'-fin
1

tTotic

1'

Reactor

Figure 4.1 The schematic diagram of the natural circulation of air loop
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4.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions have been adopted to analyze air flow in the

RCCS with respect to one dimensional flow.

A- 1. The flow of air is at steady state.

A-2. The flow of air is incompressible.

A-3. Fluid properties depend on the temperature.

A-4. The decay heat is transported only to the RCCS.

A-5. The decay heat is axis-symmetric.

A-6. There isn't heat loss in whole regions.

A-7. There aren't heat sources in Regions 1, 3, and 4.

A-8. The density of air follows the Boussinesq approximation.

(4.1)

A-9. The temperature of the cooling panel wall is uniform.

A-b. In Region 4, the velocity of fluid is zero.

A-i i. Only the radiative heat transfer is considered in the cavity area.

A-12. The conductive heat transfer in the vessel and duct wall is ignored.

A-I 3. The minor losses are neglected.
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4.2 Derivation of Equations

4.2.] Heat Transfer Equations

The heat transfer occurring inside of the core is beyond this study. This paper

will be limited to consideration of the heat transfer mechanism from the reactor vessel

wall to the RCCS.

1T/(7'
//4 /,/,Z__<Vessel

i--pCasit,/#1 S
1 RCCS Pipe

- Radiation Heat Transfer

Convective Heat Transfer

Figure 4.2 Heat transfer mechanisms in RCCS from the top view

The heat is transferred from the reactor vessel to the cooling panels by

radiation (A-7). Eq. 4.2 expresses this heat transfer rate.

Q AFa(T' Ti') (4.2)

where FRy is the radiation view factor (Appendix B.)
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Then, the heat is removed by the cooling air through Region 2 in forms of convection.

The convective heat transfer is given by:

q h(T T)

where h is convective heat transfer coefficient.

(4,3)

The DittusBoe1ter equation, which is the most universally used in correlations for the

Nusselt number, is employed for the calculation of the convective heat transfer

coefficient.

Nusselt number: Nu 0.023 Re°8 Pr°4 when the fluid is heated (4.4)

kxNu
Convective heat transfer coefficient: h = (4.5)

The relation between heat generation rate (Q) and wall heat flux (q) from the decay

heat are defined as:

H1, Hh

Q = S q(nD)ds = j h(TR T)(7rDR)ds (4.6)
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4.2.2 Governing Equations

One dimensional governing equations of natural circulation are given by

Continuity Equation:

(4.7)
8t

Momentum Balance Equation:

(4.8)
öt E)s

Energy Equation:

r Heated Region(T T' qpCpI+u=
(4.9)Gt s)

Other Regions

The wall shear stress is given by

r=f1p0u (4.10)

where f is the Fanning fiction factor and it is generally correlated by

(4.11)

If Re < 2100 for laminar flow,
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1 =Re' (4.12)4)

if (Re 2100) and (Re 30,000) for turbulent flow,

f = 9iRC-o25 (4.13)

If Re 30,000 for turbulent flow,

f 0.184 020
(4.14)

4.2.3 Steady State Analysis

The time dependent term in the continuity equation is ignored in the
3t)

steady state condition. Then the continuity equation, Eq. 4.7, can be written as

Assuming incompressible flow (A-2) Eq. 4.15 can be reduced to

(4.15)

(4.16)
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If we assumed the pipe size of RCCS is constant, Eq. 4.16 means the fluid velocity is

constant along the system. When pipe sizes are variable, the continuity equation is in

the form of uA1 constant. Then, each region velocity can be expressed as

UiS = U (4.17)

The same as in the continuity equation, the time dependant term vanishes in

the momentum balance equation in steady state conditions.

aT(i)+P (4.18)
as as

Integrating Eq. 4.18 along the RCCS loop gives

since

and

d(Pu)dS (4.19)
ds c/s

d(/ d
jouflel=mlet

( )in/et (p" )in/et = 0 (4,20)
ds

ds
ink

ds
outlet=in1et Piniet Piniet = 0 (4.21)

Then, Eq. 4.18 becomes
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(t)ds 0 (4.22)

Eq. 4.22 indicates that the viscous force is balanced by the buoyancy force. Using the

Boussinesq approximation, Eq. 4.1, the buoyancy force term in Eq. 4.22 can be

expressed in terms of the fluid temperatures as follows:

pgds =p0[1 fl(l

= p0gb [(1 + fl) flT1[ds

= + flu )#ds fl#19ds1

=

where

(4.23)

fI'lds = +JI-ds + + J12-ds
g) 2kg) 3kg) 3g) 1g1

=
+
f(Jds +f(D ds +f[ds

H101 H101

=00

Using the expression of the wall shear stress, Eq. 4.10, and the continuity equation,

Eq. 4.17, the viscous force term in Eq. 4.22 can be expressed in terms of the fluid

velocity in the heated area as follows:
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= fip0uIds

=
[s

(Jdsj

= po {f
(

+ K

= [Po(U/z
J{CJ. +

K}J

= Po +K}] (4.24)

Substituting Eq. 4.23 and Eq. 4.24 into Eq. 4.22 results in

p0gfl Ids 1 2 ri2 +K1 =0 (4.25)

g) POUh

f.1 J L j

In steady state conditions, the energy equation in the heated area can be

expressed as

(pPCpu; = (4.26)

Using Eq. 4.3 for the wall heat flux, the above equation can be arranged as a 1st order

differential equation.

[ hJ
1T = (4.27)

Las Ap0Cu L0CpJ
R
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. 4.27 by the integrating factor e

Ap11C1,u)

gives

( hP r 1 I h?1 r
eP0 -+e"H T = e' hI7

TR (4.28)
LApoch1 LAPocp1

Rearranging Eq. 4.28 becomes

hP ( lip!

e0 x T = ejS xl h
TR ds (4.29)

APOCPU)

Applying the boundary conditions at the beginning point of the heated area

when s = 0, T =

we can obtain the temperature profile in Region 2 (Heated area).

T(s) (i; TR )e
ApCu

+ TR (4.30)

The temperature of other regions is constant under steady state as follows from the

energy balance equation:

Region 1 (Inlet area) : T(s) =

Region 3 (Upward area) : T(s) =

Region 4 (Imaginary area) : T(s)

If we again apply boundary conditions at the end of the heated area
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when s = H1, T = T0

in Eq. 4.30, we get

/
hP1

- -

= = l) e 1 (4.31)

or equivalently

TR = IUt (fl TR)e
APCJ,IiJ

(4.32)

We can rearrange Eq. 4.31 into the form of

(?TR)=
A]

(4.33)
-1

e
ApuCU)

1

Let us now substitute from Eq. 4.30 into 4.6

H,
-r-

f h(T T) (DR)ds =(hDR) J TR
] ds

e' 1 (4.34)

Eq. 4.34 can be rearranged into the form of

DR
Ap0Cu

+ DR

(4.35)



Then, when we know the velocity in the heated area, it is possible to calculate the

RCCS cooling panel temperature, TR, in the form of

- ?njhj?p_Cpt! e'°"

T=

/ [-

i]

30

(4.36)

Next, from TR (Eq. 4.36), the vessel outer wall temperature (7) can be expressed

using Eq. 4.2 as follows

r
(4.37)T =4JTV R

ARFRVa

4.2.4 Buoyancy Force

Using the temperature in different regions, the following integration in the

buoyancy force term can be carried out for the natural circulation:

frc

1Ts[

)
g

2
g

fJ1_?Jds
I
Ts[_JdS
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L}s _ST(2jds _s7_Jds

JT(iLiJdS _f 1(2Dds _fJ4KIJds

=-1,,Hd + JT(s)ds+I1H 7H1 (4.37)

Using the temperature profile in the heated region, Eq. 4.30, the term of JT(s)ds in

the above Eq. 4.37 can be expressed as:

JT(s)ds
APOCpU)

+2 ds

hP

=
A1 pQCPuh

TR)Ie + (4.38)

Substituting Eq. 4.38 into Eq. 4.37 gives:

= 7flHd
AhPOCPU/l

(,, TR)[e4P0 l ± IHh

+ JnHr 'uf"ig

= I1H1
AhPOCPUh

_TR)[e0
_]

+TRH;, +ItHr JLg (4.39)

From Eq. 4.31 and Eq. 4.32, substituting AT and TR in Eq. 4,39 gives
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#ds = lHd
A11p0Cu1

AT ( - TR)e0

+ TutHr IHjg (4.40)

Then, summation and subtraction of (i TJ)Hh in Eq. 4.40 yields

1ds =lHd ApOCPUh
AT+[ AT(l TR)]Hh\g)

+]tHr I;Hjg (4.41)

From Hd + H = H1 + Hr = H101, the Eq. 4.41 becomes

1'ds = H101AT
OPUh

AT + AT + TR}Hh (4.42)
g) h

Then, using Eq. 4.33, Eq. 4.42 can be expressed as

1HJ1AT_T[-Jds =H101AT
0çU

AT_rl+ hP111g

L 11e

=AT[H101 A;1PoCPuhj H

_]

(4.43)

Substituting Eq. 4.43 into the momentum balance equation, Eq. 4.25, gives
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ii

[0
hPOCPUh

H, e_ ljj

- iPu
[

+ K}] =0 (4.44)

4.3 Analytical Solution

Using the governing equations discussed in the previous section, a computer

code was created to calculate the velocity and temperature of the fluid, the vessel

outer wall, and the RCCS cooling panel. The computation was performed using

MATLAB.

In Eq. 4.22, the integrated momentum equation, the buoyancy force and the

friction force should be equal. Based on this equation, the bisection method which is

one of the numerical methods for solving non-linear equations was employed to find

the velocity of the fluid. The bisection method is an iterative procedure [29]. The

algorithm of this method is as follows:

UB + LB
Velocity = Step-cD

If Fric.F > Buoy.F: UB = Velocity and LB LB Step-©

If Buoy.F > Fric.F: UB = UB and LB = Velocity Step-©

Once setting the upper boundary (UB) and lower boundary (LB) for the

velocity of the fluid, the estimated velocity of fluid can be halved by averaging UB
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and LB (Step-ED). Using the estimated velocity of the fluid, the friction force and

buoyancy force term can be computed separately according to Eq. 4.24 and Eq. 4.44.

If the friction force (Fric. F) term is greater than buoyancy force term, it means that

the velocity estimate is higher than the real value. In this case (Step-©), UB is

decreased from the previous value to the average value estimated in Step-ED.

Therefore, new velocity (Step-ED) will be reduced in the next iteration. On the other

hand, when the buoyancy force is greater than the friction force, the estimated

velocity should be lower than the real velocity. In this case (Step-©), LB is increased

from the previous value to the average value estimated in Step-ED. As a result, the

new estimated velocity can be reached to the real value. The iterations are continued

until the following convergence criterion is satisfied.

Fric. F Buoy. F <c

where c is 10E-8.

The reference geometrical parameters are listed in Table 4.1.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Vessel Radius (R) 3.83m Thermal Power 600MW

Cavity Area Width (Do) 1111
Height of RCCS in Region 2

23.22m(H)
Radius of RCCS pipe in

0.5m
Height of RCCS in Region I

23.22mRegion 2 (R1) (Hd)

Radius of RCCS pipe in
0.5m

Height of RCCS in Region 3
23.22mRegion 3 (Rr) (Hr)

Radius of RCCS pipe in
0.5m

Fraction of Heat Loss to
10%Region 1 (Rd) Convection in Cavity Area

Table 4.1 Reference geometrical parameters
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Since this study focuses on only one single pipe of RCCS, the heat generation

rate (q) which affects a single RCCS pipe is calculated by a ratio between the reactor

vessel arch and the RCCS pipe arch (Figure 4.3).

Reactor Vessel RCCS risers

Figure 4.3 View of the reactor vessel and RCCS risers from the top

Then, the heat generation rate (q) and the heated parameter (l) in the heated area

can be calculated by using the above geometrical relationships.

I R,___
q = QTotal><I where 6) = sin (4.45)

R+D+R1)
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2ØXRh, where cosI
R1,

R.+D+R1j
(4.46)

Figure 4.4 shows the flow chart of the one dimensional steady state calculation using

MATLAB code.

Assign the Geomet Data
LDefine Decay Power, UB & LB

Assume Ave. Temperature

4,

[
Velocit(UB+LB)/2

1

[
Update Fluid Propeies

4,

Calculate Temperature Profile
in the Heated Region

Compute the TR&Velocity

Compute the Ave. Tempt

Yes

No Nor
- FBuoy.F LBVelocity

1

Yes
4,

UB=Velocity

Figure 4.4 Flow chart of the analytical solution code
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4.4 Results

From the reference parameters in Table 4.1, the analytical solutions for

velocity and temperature of the fluid, temperature of the cooling panel, and

temperature of the reactor vessel were achieved by running MATLAB code. Air

properties used in the analytical code were calculated depending on the air

temperature (Appendix. C).

To figure out how much the velocity and temperature of fluid depend on

parameters like the radius of RCCS, decay power, and riser length, the simulation

code have run many times. Five different cases are considered for this analysis.

Case 1 : Changing the thermal power from the reference condition

Case 2 Changing the fraction of radiative heat transfer from Case I

Case 3 : Changing the cavity width from Case 1

Case 4 Changing the radius of RCCS pipe from Case 1

- Case 5 Changing the riser height of RCCS pipe from Case 1

If the decay power is greater than the 60MW (1 00/0 of thermal power), the

analytical code did not work well. The difference between Fric. F and Buoy. F is too

high to satisfy the convergence criterion in those cases. The following figures show

the results of these five different cases.
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Changing the Thermal Power from the Reference Conditions (Case 1)

Figure 4.5 Case 1 results

Changing the Fraction of Radiative Heat Transfer(100%) from Case I
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Figure 4.6 Case 2 results with 100% of radiative heat transfer
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Figure 4.7 Case 2 results with 95% of radiative heat transfer
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Figure 4.8 Case 2 results with 80% of radiative heat transfer
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Outlet Air Temperature vs. Cavity Width (Case 3)
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Cooling Panel Temperature vs. Cavity Width (Case 3)
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Figure 4.11 Case 3 results for cooling panel temperatures
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Figure 4.12 Case 3 results for vessel temperatures
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Figure 4.13 Case 4 results for air velocities
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Figure 4.15 Case 4 results for cooling panel temperatures
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5. CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) Analysis

5.1 Introduction

To verify the results of the one dimensional RCCS analytical code, the

numerical code, FLUENT, was employed. FLUENT is widely used in fluid dynamics

commercially; it isn't licensed by the NRC yet. Idaho National Lab plans to combine

RELAP S and FLUENT to validate the code for the NGNP project. FLUENT enables

users to simulate, visualize, and analyze fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, and a host

of related phenomena involving turbulent, reaction, and multiphase flow. {Flunt-

Usered]

FLUENT calculations were done to investigate the air velocity/temperature

and cooling panel temperature using heat flux on the cooling panel. The same as the

analytical analysis, numerical calculations used the varied RCCS pipe, thermal

power, and chimney length.

5.2 Modeling of the RCCS

Two-dimensional geometry was employed for the analysis of the RCCS.

Figure 5.1 shows the gird in the calculation for the reference case. A total of 8,965

nodes were used in a structured mesh for the reference geometrical case. The mesh

generated by Gambit was uniform in both X and Y directions. The turbulence model

selected for this calculation is the well-known k-E model, because it is widely tested

and successftilly applied [20].
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Figure 5.2 shows the boundary conditions for FLUENT. The pressure inlet

and outlet boundary conditions were used under steady state conditions. The outlet

pressure is calculated by hydrostatic pressure as follows:

p0 = p p0gs (5.1)

The heat flux calculated from the analytical code was applied for boundary condition

on the cooling panel. The default settings for the convergence criteria were employed

for all calculations.

Grid

N

Apr 112006
FLUENT 62 (2d, sogrgtd. sk)

Figure 5.1 Grid for reference geometrical case



Pressure outlet
p0=lfll fldAP.

P=lO1,325Pa
T=296K

Adiabatic

Heat Flux
q"2.777.7 W/m2

Figure 5.2 Boundary conditions for the reference geometrical with 0.4% decay
power

5.3 Results

The following tables show the numerical results with analytical results. The

vessel temperatures came from analytical output since the modeling in FLUENT was

forced on a single RCCS pipe only.

Thermal Decay Heat Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
Power Power Flux

(K
(%) (MW) (W1m2) *jaly *Numer Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

0.4 2.16 2777.7 5.49 5.57 308.82 304.73 422.50 420.87 566.74
0.5 2.70 3472.1 5.94 6.17 310.86 306.91 445.00 451.97 598.54

0.6 3.24 4166.5 6.34 6.27 312.77 308.92 466.43 478.22 626.73

0.8 4.32 5555.4 7.01 6.62 316.33 312.31 506.97 522.16 675.86
1 5.40 6944.2 7.59 6.91 319.62 315.55 545.26 565.56 718.60

2.5 13.50 17361 10.45 7.81 340.35 339.07 799.05 861.93 961.11

5 27.00 34721 13.25 10.71 369.17 358.68 1177.70 1159.44 1295.30
*Malv Analytical results. *Numer

: Numerical results

Table 5.1 Case 1 results from numerical analysis



a. Reference case with 0.4% of thermal power

Pipe
Radius

(m)

Heat
Flux

(W1m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
(K)Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

0.25 2914.4 5.30 6.45 324.63 311.56 424.38 423.18 566.76
0.5 2777.7 5.49 5.57 308.82 304.74 422.50 420.87 566.74

2539.5 5.60 5.68 301.69 299.90 428.14 405.06 570.61
2 2167.7 5.58 6.27 298.45 297.53 437.06 378.26 577.41

b. Reference case with 0.6% of thermal power

Pipe
Radius

(m)

Heat
Flux

(W/m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
KAnaly. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

0.25 4371.6 6.10 7.03 333.86 317.41 470.87 486.12 627.73
0.5 4166.5 6.34 6.27 312,77 308.92 466.43 478.22 626.73

3809.2 6.47 5.77 303.42 301.81 473.19 453.57 631.22
2 3251.5 6.45 6.36 299.18 298.21 484.75 417.18 639.47

c. Reference case with 1% of thermal power

Pipe
Radius

(m)

Heat
Flux

(W/m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
KAnaly. Numer, Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

0.25 7286 7.28 8.19 350.34 326.55 557.06 571.26 722.94
0.5 6944.2 7.59 6.91 319.62 315.55 545.26 565.56 718.60

1 6348.7 7.76 6.28 306.36 305.63 552.92 536.70 723.83
2 5419.1 7.74 6.05 300.43 299.75 568.64 499.08 734.61

d. Reference Case with 2.5% of Thermal Power

Pipe
Radius

(m)

Heat
Flux

(W1m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
K )Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

0.25 18215 9.90 7.95 404.50 383.39 861.33 977.04 998.13
0.5 17361 10,45 7.81 340.35 339.07 799.05 861.93 961.11

1 15872 10.73 6.70 315.00 318.29 800.53 811.41 963.92
2 13548 10.72 6.72 304.04 304.93 825.16 684.46 982.09

e. Reference case with 5% of thermal power

Pipe
Radius

(m)

Heat
Flux

(W1m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
KAnaly. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

0.25 36430 12.50 9.62 488.71 440,97 1384.20 1403.15 1460.90
0.5 34721 13.25 10,71 369.17 358.68 1177.70 1159.44 1295.30

1 31743 13.69 7.39 326.34 336.32 1146.50 1165.63 1273.80
2 27096 13.71 6.82 308.68 313.13 1174.00 1019.38 1297.40

Table 5.2 Case 4 results from numerical analysis



a. Reference case with 0.4% of thermal power

Chimney
Length

(m)

Heat Flux
(W/m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
(K)Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

5 2777.7 4.69 4.7 311.07 305.61 440.51 436.36 574.53
15 2777.7 5.21 5.49 309.52 304.36 428.12 422.03 569.1
30 2777.7 5.66 6.1 308.43 303.77 419.29 409.95 565.42
50 2777.7 6 7.31 307.71 302.63 413.45 394.1 563.07

b. Reference case with 0.6% of thermal power

Chimney
Length

(m)

Heat Flux
(W/m2)

Velocity (mi's) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
(K)Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

5 4166.5 5.41 5.18 315.74 309.32 491.01 485.36 637.41

15 4166.5 6.01 6.17 313.7 308.37 474.14 478.89 629.96
30 4166.5 6.53 6.43 312.25 307,15 462.03 458.89 624.93

50 4166.5 6.93 10.26 311.31 303.09 454.05 404.06 621.76

c. Reference case with 1% of thermal power

Chimney
Length

(m)

Heat Flux
(W/m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
(K)Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

5 6944.2 6.47 5.93 323.91 317.31 582.41 591.4 735.92
15 6944,2 7.2 7.47 320.95 313.46 556.89 551.08 723.78

30 6944.2 7.83 8.13 318.86 308.54 538.64 484.35 715.74
50 6944.2 8.3 10.55 317.51 307.43 526.64 469.42 710.74

d. Reference case with 2.5% of thermal power

Chimney
Length

(m)

Heat Flux
(W/m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
(K)Analy Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

5 17361 8.86 6.14 349.04 346.87 881.68 908.73 1012.3

15 17361 9.89 7.63 343.03 340.63 824.7 879.8 976.22
30 17361 10.79 9.62 338.84 324.09 784.51 716.28 952.88
50 17361 11.47 12.23 336.13 320.67 758.33 703.21 938.67

e.Reference case with 5% of thermal power

Chinmey
Length

(m)

Heat Flux
(W!m2)

Velocity (mis) Outlet (K) Cooling Panel (K) Vessel
(K)Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer. Analy. Numer.

5 34721 11.15 7.01 385.03 385.33 1342.5 1321.18 1426,4

15 34721 12.52 10.16 374.01 360,66 1228.2 1180.54 1334

30 34721 13.7 11.79 366.46 342.99 1149.2 1003.39 1274.2

50 34721 14.6 14.99 361.63 336.31 1098.5 922.58 1237.8

Table 5.3 Case 5 results from numerical analysis
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After the air flow passes the inlet bent, and after the beginning of the heated

area begins, counter flow air current patterns emerge (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.3 Velocity vectors in inlet region for reference case with 0.4% decay power
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Figure 5.4 Velocity vectors in beginning of heated Region for reference case with
0.4% decay power
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6. Discussion

At 5 O/ decay heat power with 10% heat loss to convection in the cavity area,

the vessel wall temperature was found to be 1,295K according to the one dimensional

analytical results. The melting point of the vessel structural material is at about

1,673K, and the strength of the material would not be damaged below 1,373K [24].

As the decay heat power increased, it was found that the rate of change of the

vessel/cooling panel temperature is much greater than those of the outlet air

temperature because the radiation is proportional to (2 I).
The fraction of convective heat transfer in the cavity area is one of the key

parts for a reduction of the vessel temperature at a given decay heat power. When

convective heat transfer accounts for 20% of the heat transfer in the cavity area at 5%

decay power, the vessel temperature was reduced to 1,222K, which is about 75K

lower than when convection accounts for 10% of the heat transfer for the analytical

analysis results.

The other factor to reduce the vessel temperature is the cavity width. When

the cavity width is 5m with 5% decay power, the vessel temperature decreased to

1107K, which is around 188K lower than when the cavity width is im.

Moreover, the vessel temperature can be reduced by increasing the chimney

length. The vessel temperature decreased about 5.4 percent (7 1K) when the chimney

length changed from 20m to 30m at 5 O/ decay power.

The analytical results have shown the pipe radius of the RCCS doesn't affect

the vessel temperature if the pipe radius is greater than 0.5m.
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The analytical and numerical results for the temperature profile of the cooling

panel and the outlet air agreed well at all decay heat power percentages (Figure 6.2),

but the air velocity results agreed only below 1% decay heat power (Figure 6.1) due

to minor losses and 2-D calculations. It was found that the difference between the

analytical and numerical air velocity results increased as the decay power increased

(Figure 6.1).

In Case 4 and 5, the analytical and numerical method showed acceptable

agreement at low levels of decay heat power as the pipe radius and chimney length

increased. As the decay power increased, the numerical results showed that the air

velocity and cooling temperatures occasionally disagreed with the analytical results

but the trend of those results was the same for both (Figure 6.36.6).

P
Comparison ofAnalvtical and Numerical Results for Fluid Velociy in Case I

Anab,taI

+(NLu1±a1

Figure 6.1 Comparison of analytical and numerical results for fluid velocity in Case 1
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Comparison of Anal ytical and Numerical Results for Temperatures in Case I
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of analytical and numerical results for temperatures in Case 1
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

This research has attempted to establish the basic performance for the RCCS

using analytical and numerical analysis. Two methods have shown good agreement in

the air velocity, cooling panel temperature, and outlet air temperature with respect to

changing the decay power, pipe radius and chimney length. This work can be used for

the future scaling analysis in modeling the test facility for the RCCS.

Proceeding from the PIRT for the RCCS, the phenomenon which might

happen during a LBLOCA were discussed and evaluated. The PIRT sheet for the

RCCS also will be helpful to consider modeling the test facility. It still is possible for

another expert panel to develop the PIRT further.

What remains to be determined by future research is modeling the radiative

heat transfer in the cavity area using 3-D modeling of FLUENT. Effort also should be

made for the condition that the cooling panel temperature is dependant on axial

direction.
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Appendix A. The PIRT Rationales
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The PIRT Rationales

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Pnmary
Choked Flow

High temperature and pressure helium
.gas flow from primary pipe to cavity withpj ep choked flow condition

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 H If there is a break on the surface of a primary coolant pipe, the
helium gas will inject into the cavity in the shape of choked flow

Phase 2 I until the non-choked pressure condition is achieved. This
phenomenon may affect the convective heat transfer directly in the-j

Phase 3 11 cavity area.

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Primary
Pipe

Non-Choked Flow
Helium flow from primary pipe to cavity

with non-choked flow condition

Ranking Rationale

Phase i
Non-choked flow of helium gas from the reactor will dominate

after the pressure difference between the primary coolant and
cavity drops (i.e non-choked flow condition pressure). Same as

Phase 2 H choked flow, this phenomenon may affect the convective heat
transfer in the cavity area. In Phase 3 there is still an influence on

Phase 3
-______ j

M
the cooling panel temperature increase, but the influence will be
getting weaker.

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Change of resistance due to the mixture
Cavity Resistance

of air and helium gas

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 L
The resistance of air and helium mixed flow can change the

Phase 2 L buoyancy driven force inside of the cavity, but it may not
significantly impact the natural circulation flow condition.

Phase3 L
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Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Cavity Pressure Change of pressure due to the high
.

pressure helium gas Injection into the cavity

Ranking Rationale

Phasel
The pressure of the air and helium mixed flow can change the

Phase 2 L buoyancy driven force inside the cavity, but it may not significantly
impact the natural circulation of air condition.- _ -LiL

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Cavity Mixture He & Air The air in the cavity is mixed with helium
from the primary pipe.

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 L Helium has a little better heat conductivity compared with the
air's. It may have a little change on the temperature of the coolingPhase2 L
panel during Phase 1 and 2. But in Phase 3, it may not have an
effect.

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Cavity Radiative Heat Radiative heat transfer from the vessel
Transfer wall to the cooling panel of the RCCS

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 M In Phase 1, radiative heat transfer from the reactor vessel to the
cooling panel has less effect on the rise of the wall temperature than________-

Phase 2 H the convective heat transfer, because the fuel temperature is not
to overwhelm the convective heat transfer. But in Phase 2Henough

Phase 3 H and 3, it does.



Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Cavity
Convective Heat Convective heat transfer in the cavity

Transfer area

Ranking Rationale

Phase I H During Phase 1 and 2, the high temperature coolant (He gas) will
eject from the coolant pipe, that may cause the temperature of the

Phase 2 H cooling panel to increase through convective heat transfer. In Phase
3, the intensity of convective heat transfer may be reduced due to

Phase 3 M consistent cooling

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

C avi y
Thermal

Stratification
Air is stratified into several temperatures

in the cavity

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 L During Phase I and 2, the helium gas will be explosively ejected

Phase 2 L
into the cavity. That is a very rapid movement of flow which may
cause stratification like a hot plenum on the top and a cold plenum
on the bottom.Phase 3 1

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

RCCS . Change of resistance due to the heat
Piping

Resistance
transfer from the cooling panel

Ranking Rationale

Phasel H

The flow rate of the air inside of the pipe will be changed by the
Ph

resistance. It is the direct effect of the natural circulation flow rate.

Phase3 H



Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

RCCS
Pressure Change of pressure inside of the pipe

Piping

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 L
The pressure has an effect on the buoyancy driven force. In the-

Phase 2 L RCCS loop, the pressure may change little during the whole
period.-

Phase 3 L

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

The air stream flows opposite in the duct
Duct Counter Flow due to the radiation heat which penetrates

the duct

Ranking Rationale

Phasel H
The cooling panel temperature directly beside the reactor vessel

Phase 2 H may differ from the duct wall on the opposite side. It can cause
inter circulation in the duct (i.e counter flow).

Phase3 H

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Reactor Core Decay Heat
Fission energy is released from the decay

process

Ranking Rationale

Phasel fH
The decay heat will continuously affect the radiative heat

Phase 2
I

H transfer from the reactor vessel to the cooling panel during the
- whole period.

Phase 3 H
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Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Reactor Core Core Heat Transfer Decay heat transfer inside of the reactor

Ranking Rationale

Phasel H
The core heat transfer will continuously affect the radiative heat

transfer from the reactor vessel to the cooling panel during the
whole period.

Phase 2

LPe3

H

_ H________

omponent Process/Phenomenon Definition

Stored energy release
Heating annealing can be used to restore

Reactor Core
from graphite

the graphite structure and release stored
energy

Ranking Rationale

Phasel I I

Phase 2
j

I This phenomenon is slow and a time consuming process.

Phase3

Component Process/Phenomenon Definition

Reactor Air Ingress/Oxidation Air penetrating into the core during
Core of Graphite Phase 3

Ranking Rationale

Phase 1 I
Once the pressure between the primary system and the cavity

Phase 2 I equal, the air can move to the core causing the oxidation of graphite.
No measurements have been made on this phenomenon.-+---

Phase 3



Appendix B. View Factor Calculation for Radiation Heat Transfer
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Radiation View Factor

Radiation view factor (F12) can be defined as the fraction of the total energy

emitted by one surface that is directly incident on another surface. The fraction of

thermal energy leaving the surface of object I and reaching the surface of object 2,

determined entirely from geometrical considerations. In other words, F12 is the

fraction of object 2 visible from the surface of object 1, and ranges from zero to 1[3 1].

The geometry of the vessel and RCCS can be simply descried as Figure B.1.

Figure B. 1 Interior of outer right circular cylinder of finite length to exterior of
coaxial inner right circular cylinder

Then, the view factor can be computed as follows [28]:

i[ H2+R21 I I 1H2R2+1f=-Ii---- --Hcos
R 4H 112+R21

2+l_2R2 H2 R2 +1 H2 R2 +1 . 1

cos sin
211 R1Tii) 2H R

where R=-,
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Appendix C. Air Properties
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Properties

Air Properties

Equations Units

Density p0 = 358.9 x T,e kg / m310027

Thermal expansion 09994
1 3

coefficient
997.6x x1O 1/K

00002TSpecific heat capacity C = 0.952 1 xe kJ / kg K

Kinematic viscosity v 0.0009xJ1709 x106 m2 Is

Reynold number Re = Dimensionless

Re <2100 f=64/Re/4
Fanning friction factor 2100 <Re <30000 f = 0.316/Re/4 Dimensionless

Re >3000 f = 0.184/Re/4

Thermal conductivity k = 0.0002 x Tve°847 W / m K

Convective heat transfer
h = 0.023 Re°8 Pr°4 W / m2 Kcoefficient 2R

0.0828T <473 Pr=1.l452xT
Prandtl number ave ave Dimensionless

T>473 Pr=0.68

Table C. I Air properties depend on temperature
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Appendix D. Analytical Code
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%%%%?/%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Analytical Code for the RCCS Performance written by Dongyoung Lee %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear;
format;

%%%%%%%%/%%%%%%%
% Assign the Geometry Data %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Rv=3.83; % Vessel Outer Radius [mJ
Dc=l; % Cavity Width [mJ

Rh=O.5; % RCCS Radius in Heated Area [m]
Rr=Rh; % RCCS Radius in Riser Area [m]
Rd=Rh; % RCCS Radius in Downward Area [m]

Hh=23.22; % RCCS Height in Region 2 [m]
Hd=23.22; % RCCS Height in Region 1 [m]
Hr=23.22; % RCCS Height in Region 3 [m]
Htot=Hh+Hr; % RCCS Total Height [ml

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate the Parameters %

Ah=piO*Rh'2; % Heat Area [mA2]
Ad=piQ*RdA2; % Downward Area [mA2]
Ar=piQ*Rr2; % Riser Area [mA2]

theta=asin(Rh/(Rv+Dc+Rh)); % Half angle from the reactor vessel arc that related
with the RCCS arc [rad]

phi=acos(Rh/(Rv+Dc+Rh)); % Half angle from the RCCS arc that related with the
reactor vessel arc [rad]

Pwh=piO*2*Rh; % Wetted Perimeter for Region 2 [m]
Pwd=pi*2*Rd; % Wetted Perimeter for Region 1 [m]
Pwr=piQ*2*Rr; % Wetted Perimeter for Region 3 [m]

Ph=2*phi*Rh; % Heated Perimeter for Region 2 [m]
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D_r=Rv*2+Dc*2; % Interior Diameter of RCCS cylinder [m]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate the radiation view factor %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

sigma=5.699e-8; % Boitman constant [W/mA2K4]
AR=piQ*(Dr+2*Rh)*Hh; % Area of RCCS cylinder [mA2]
R=(Dr/2+Rh)/Rv;
H=HhiRv;
Frv=( 1 (HA2+R2 1 )/(4H)- I /pjO*(acos((HA2RA2+l )I(HA2+R2 1))-
sqrt((H'2+R'2± 1 )''2-2 *RA2)j'(2 *H)* acos((HA2R2+ 1 )/(R* (H"2+Rt'2- 1)))-
11(2 *H)*(HA2.RA2+ 1) * asin( 1 /R)))/R; % View Factor

% Define the Themial Power %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Rad=O.9; % Percentage of Raditaion in Cavity Area [%]
Percent=O.004; % Decay Power Pernentage [%]

Qtot==600E6; % Total Themal Power [W]
Qdottot=Qtot*Percent*Rad; % Heat Generation Rate [W]
Qdot=Qtot*Percent*Rad*theta/piO; % Heat Generation Rate for a single RCCS [W]
Qflux=Qdot/(2 *theta* (Rh+Dc+Rv)*Hh); % Heat Flux [W/m'2]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Assign values and Guesses %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

g=9.8; % Acceleration of Gravity [m/s'2]
Tin=296; % Inlet Temp.[K]
LB=O; % Lower Boundary Velocity
UBZ=50; % Upper Boundary Velocity

Tave=420; % Initial Guess of Ave. Temp. [K]
Tout=500; % Initial Guess of Outlet Temp. [K]
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% Bisection Loop Start %

for iz=1:1E4

u=(LB+UB)/2; % velocity [mis]

%%o/%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate the Properties according to Temp. %

rho in=Cal rho(Tin); % Density in Region I [kg/m"3]
rho O=Cal rho(Tave); % Density in Region 2[kg/mA3]
rho out==Cal rho(Tout); % Density in Region 3 [kg/mt'3]

Cp=CalCp(Tave);
beta=Calbeta(Tave);
visin=Calvis(Tin);
visO=Calvis(Tave);
visout=Calvis(Tout);
k=Calk(Tave);

% Specific Heat Capacity {J/kg*K]
% Expansion Coefficient [1/K]
% Kinematic viscosity in Region I [rnA2/s]
% Kinematic viscosity in Region 2 [mA2/s]
% Kinematic viscosity in Region 3 [mA2/s]

% Thermal Conductivity [W/m*K]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate the Dimensionless number %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Re_in=2*Rd*u/visin; % Reynold Number in Region 1
Re 0=2*Rd*u/vis 0; % Reynold Number in Region 2
Reout=2*Rd*u/vis out; % Reynold Number in Region 3

Pr=CalPr(Tave); % Prandtl Number
h=Calh(ReO,Pr,k,Rh); % Covective Heat Transfer Coefficient [W/m"2K]

fin=Calf(Rein);
f0Calf(ReO);
fout=CaIf(Re out);

% Fanny Friction Factor

% Calculate Tr, Tout, Fict.F, Buoy. F, and Temp. Integral %
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Tr=(Qdot/PhTin*Ah*rhoO*Cp *u*(exp( h*Ph*Hhl(A1i*rho O*Cp*u)) 1 )/Ph)/(-
Ah*rhoO*Cp *u*(exp(h*ph*Hh!(Ah*rhoO* Cp*u)) 1)/Ph); % Cooling Panel
Temp.
Tout =(TinTr)* exp(h*Ph*HhI(Ah*rhoO* Cp*u))+Tr; % Outlet Temp.
G=rho_O* g*beta* (Tin-Tr) *(exp(h*ph*Hh/(Ah*rhoO* Cp*u)) I )* (H tot-
Ah*rhoO*Cp*u/(h*Ph)HhHh1( 1 +exp(h*Ph*Hh1(Ah*rho O*Cp*u)))); % Fric. F
F= 1 /2*u\2* ((f in*(Pw d*Hd/Ad))*rho in+((f 0* Pwh* HhlAh)) *rho0+(fout*pw

r*Hr/Ar)*rho_out); % Buoy. F
Tint=Ah*rhoO* Cp (Tin-Tr) *(exp(h*ph*Hh/(Ah*rhoO*Cp*u))
1)/(h*Ph)+Tr*Hh; % Temp. integral for Computation of Ave. Temp.
Tv(Tr\4+Qdot_tot/(AR*Fjv* sigma))'( 1/4); % Vessel Temp.

%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Convergence Test %

if abs(F-G)<1 e-8
break

end

if F>G
UB=u;
Tave=Tint/Hh;

else if F<G
LB=u;
Tave=T_int/Hh;

end

end
end

% Subroutines for calculation the Properties O,/

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Density
function rho=Calrho(T)
rho358,9*T'1 .0027;
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% Specific Heat Capacity
function Cp=Cal_Cp(T)
Cp(2Ei3*Tt4 4E10*TA3 + 1E06*TI'S2 - 0.0005*T ± L0728)*1e3;

% Kinematic Viscosity
function vis=Calvis(T)
vis=0.0009*T'i .709* iOA6;

% Thermal Conductivity
function k=Calk(T)
k=0.0002*T'0.847;

0/ Prandtl Number
function Pr=CaIPr(T)

if T<473
Pr=l.l 452*T'0.0828;

end

if T>473
Pr=0.68;

End

% Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
function h=Calh(Re,Pr,k,Rh)
h=0. 023 *ReAO 8*Pr1'0.4*k/(2*Rh);

% Fanny Friction Factor
function f=Calf(Re)

if Re<=2100
f=64/Re/4;

else if (Re>2 1 00)&&(Re<=3 0000)
f=0.3 1 6/Re'(1/4)/4;

else if Re>30000
f=0. 1 84/ReA( 1 /5)/4;

end
end

end




